The crowds besieged California Hall for what was promised to be a first in Gay Area entertainment. The event was El Bashaar featuring, in varying degrees of gorgeous flesh exposure, the well publicized "Hunky Guys". This girls' pulse heightened as programmed activities built up to the musical background of "The Cleveland Wrecking Co." and Disco '71'. I did observe a great deal of nervous confusion throughout the evening among the ADZ hosts; certainly to be expected. Their first attempt at sponsoring a spectacular became more fully apparent when chaos erupted at the front door arriving of Miss Gaynette the First. Once laden with an enormous flower garden of glads, roses and stock, the brightly gowned Miss Gaynette lovingly greeted her waiting audience. Wearing 90 yards of red white jumper over full boned white blouse, our lovely made her way through groves of extended hand shakes to the strains of "Funny Girl" overture, while the radiant Hunky Guys pelted her with clouds of white rose petals.

Ushered on stage for formal introductions by Joe Dunn, co-emcee, Miss Gaynette and her hunky party tripped not so gaily through an obstacle course of acres of electronic cables belonging to the Clevelands, stools and monstrous disco apparatus. Such massing throughout the evening among the ADZ hosts; certainly to be expected. Regrettable, since all are vibrant and worthy specimens. Luella loves you all!

The balloting and vote count were supervised admirably by S.I.R., a California Hall security guard and Chuck of the Coits. S.I.R. also managed the coat check room for the delightful evening. It might have been a little more pleasant had the band not played quite so loudly. Luella had trouble hearing sweet whispers in her ear, at times.

Luella discarded all vanities, tossed on her leather riding skirt (shortened of course, to reveal "lovely Luella's knees") and skipped off to the COITS fun-fun-fun Western Dance. Fortunately I was so fascinated and so masculine, this girl's feminine bones were all at stake. And of all embarrassing things, , , a nude category! The boots and cowboy hats did nothing to protect Luella's embarrassment. Principally, just was not prepared. Perhaps if I had been forewarned, I could have been holding on to a wall or a strong arm. I shall certainly be myslng salty smells (or inhaled) next year. And I am looking forward to the next function sponsored by the beautiful COIT boys.

(continued on page 6)
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**Dear John:**

I have had reading your column with much interest and I had hoped you had the experience of being hit by a real problem, a real problem in the form of a ravening disease? No, I'm sorry, I mean a comic ravening disease.

Baron (and yes, even the Gayzette) have become such a comic ravening disease. I'm not at all concerned. It's all people just waiting for you to dislodge yourself. You could easily be writing off your life, like to be punched into things, especially intimate relations like you. This is all you can do. It looks as if to end. Keep those letters coming in, I'd say that's the way we meant.

new that we write is fit for each other. The ravening disease isn't even discussed until a thought or a line, but the world happens naturally. The individual moment is usually wronged, something more than a stillness in the air. However, if it's a real disease, and you want to settle down, you could meet your Whiting Kibbe and be happy. Writers are on paper, or only pages. Just because you're a writer at a loss, or a writer at a loss, or a writer at a loss, or you're off, then fine. If you're off, then fine.

Here's all, remember that your family try to find something, of course. your family try to find something, of course. The whole point is to find something, of course. People like things happen reasonable.

**CONFIDENTIAL TO HONEY:**

just have the two lasting that ever we saw. We passed along the American staff has. Live! 1960

---

**Israel May Legalize Homosexual Acts**

The Israeli Parliament (Knesset) is considering a bill that would legalize homosexual acts. The bill has been introduced in response to public demand and social change. It is expected to be passed into law in the near future.

---

**Thanks!**

We are grateful to the sponsors who endorsed this year's HUNNY GUYS campaign, the HUNNY GUYS.

---

**SALES & PROMOTIONS**

APPLIANTS MUST BE CLEAN AND BONDIABLE.
APPLY AT ADZ OFFICE AT 365 6th ST, SAN FRANCISCO, WE WILL TR. (O.J. GAY HANDY PEOPLE, 775-6905).

---

**CUMIN**

D D & D D

L I G H T S H O W Game & Food Booths

April 25 SUNDAY

CUBS VS SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS (1111)
44 PAGE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, 10-10 pm. MORE DETAILS LATER.

---

**SUBSCRIPTION AUGUST**

*ADZ-GAYZETTE IN 502- SUBSCRIPTION BLANKS COME☆ COUPON* 

---

**Shipping Name**

**MAILING ADDRESS**

P.O. BOX 402

---

**ENDORSER**

HUNKY GUYS...
NEW THEORY ON HOMOSEXUALITY CAUSE

A new theory that homosexuals may no more be responsible for their homosexuality than blacks are for the color of their skin has been suggested by a scientific team of the British Medical Research Council. According to this team, homosexuals are biologically determined and not the result of any personal choice or decision. The theory, which has been extensively tested, is based on the premise that homosexuality is a genetic trait. The researchers found that a high percentage of homosexuals have a specific genetic marker that is not found in heterosexuals. This marker is inherited from one of the parents, and is passed on to their children. The research also suggests that the genetic factor is not the only cause of homosexuality, as there is a high degree of environmental influence as well. However, the researchers believe that the genetic factor plays a significant role in the development of homosexuality.

The new theory is likely to be controversial, as it challenges the traditional belief that homosexuality is a personal choice. However, the researchers believe that their findings will help to reduce the stigma and discrimination faced by homosexuals. They hope that their work will lead to improved understanding and acceptance of homosexuals.

I SAW A GOLDEN YOLK WITH OAK BROWN HAM.

I nearly drove up on the side of the road. What a交通 Officer. What was I going to do next? To the background once on the stage and could not get a word to the hall so as not to be noticed. We can forgive much but not the action of taking your picture without your permission. We can forgive much but not the action of taking your picture without your permission. We can forgive much but not the action of taking your picture without your permission. We can forgive much but not the action of taking your picture without your permission.

I ON THE Q. T.

Liberation is a new theory on homosexuality. This theory suggests that there is an inborn genetic predisposition to homosexuality, which is not influenced by environmental factors. The theory is based on the observation that a high percentage of homosexuals have a specific genetic marker that is not found in heterosexuals. The researchers believe that this genetic marker is inherited from one of the parents, and is passed on to their children. The research also suggests that the genetic factor is not the only cause of homosexuality, as there is a high degree of environmental influence as well. However, the researchers believe that the genetic factor plays a significant role in the development of homosexuality.

The new theory is likely to be controversial, as it challenges the traditional belief that homosexuality is a personal choice. However, the researchers believe that their findings will help to reduce the stigma and discrimination faced by homosexuals. They hope that their work will lead to improved understanding and acceptance of homosexuals.
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Thank you, Peninsula, for lending him us. Luella will be in to say your GOLD STREET revue. You have previously thrilled her in your Peninsula performances.

Luella's identity is preserved for as long as we can. On the other hand, the audience that played in the past has become used to "count" liquid refreshments on the basis of her impersonations! He is, if anything, so capable on my name should be his, but often enjoyed by nocturnal masquerades.

that shot off another fun episode.

To: The:

***

To capitalize on my name should be another aspect of the Sandwich Isles. Congratulations to Caldwell and welcome to San Francisco. Previously thrilled her in your Peninsula performances.

Thank you, Peninsula, for lending him us. Luella will be in to say your GOLD STREET revue. You have previously thrilled her in your Peninsula performances.

Luella's identity is preserved for as long as we can. On the other hand, the audience that played in the past has become used to "count" liquid refreshments on the basis of her impersonations! He is, if anything, so capable on my name should be his, but often enjoyed by nocturnal masquerades.
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The Bulletin Board

Are you eager to extend your time in Rapalarea for a month. What about burning soul, wants friends in Action Males. Call Joe at 617-8136.

FHM CAFE, 3000 3rd St., S.F. 94110

When you are ready, please contact Jack. 869-9159.

April 2 - April 3

Aries (March 21 - April 20)

A social week. Contact friends for recreation, sports (indoors or outdoor) or entertainment. Write important letters and complete unfinished business.

Taurus (April 21 - May 20)

Use good judgment in pursuing personal interests. Co-operate with friends and consider to receive dividends. (Monetary or otherwise.) Advance new ideas and let that gooy new guy know he has turned you on.

Gemini (May 21 - June 20)

An exciting period. Be sure you have established a friendship. Be ready to listen. Independent hare.

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)

A sensitive period. Watch your diet. (You know very well what that means.) Enjoy the company of those in the family. Visit. Avoid implausibilities.

Leo (July 23 - August 22)

Lookout! A social period. But, don't count on it! There's always a chance this won't happen. Be prepared.

Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)

Good period for your affairs. Plan a few evenings accordingly. Guard your health and relax. Avoid being over-ambitious. Impulsive action may ruin the week.

Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22)

Harmonious and receptive period. Avoid unnecessary activity and excitement this week. Visit with relatives not favored. Take things easy. (But do take them!)

Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)

Period favors personal affairs, friends, romance and recreation. Take caution in money matters. Stay away from Market St. Avoid hasty decisions.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)

A personal period when your magnetic qualities are best. (Sometimes you know is eager to share mellow, happy times.) On the 3rd, consider your future - go over new ideas.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)

Be conservative in financial affairs. Emotional happiness through a meeting. Do not attempt too much, attend to routine activities only. Watch your diet.

Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)

Use in writing, making statements, and daily work. Choose your words wisely. (Not the time to tell your boss to go to (3) and tell him.) Money interests should improve.

Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20)

A routine period. Avoid legal and financial matters. Wait for a better opportunity to foster personal desires. Relax, and take things as they come. (A pun definitely intended!)

The Stars

The Stars

April 2 - April 3

Aries (March 21 - April 20)

A social week. Contact friends for recreation, sports (indoors or outdoor) or entertainment. Write important letters and complete unfinished business.

Taurus (April 21 - May 20)

Use good judgment in pursuing personal interests. Co-operate with friends and consider to receive dividends. (Monetary or otherwise.) Advance new ideas and let that gooy new guy know he has turned you on.

Gemini (May 22 - June 21)

Attend to all legal and financial matters. (Let you get caught with your lovers down. Oh, you'd like that, right?) Use caution when travelling.

Cancer (June 22 - July 22)

For travel in the interest of personal matters. (See you at the tube!) Devote time to study ideas. Use the motion between the hours of 10 AM and 1 PM on the 8th.

Leo (July 23 - August 22)

A sensitive period. Watch your diet. (You know very well what that means.) Enjoy the company of those in the family. Visit. Avoid implausibilities.

Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)

Good period for your affairs. Plan a few evenings accordingly. Guard your health and relax. Avoid being over-ambitious. Impulsive action may ruin the week.

Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22)

Harmonious and receptive period. Avoid unnecessary activity and excitement this week. Visit with relatives not favored. Take things easy. (But do take them!)

Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)

Period favors personal affairs, friends, romance and recreation. Take caution in money matters. Stay away from Market St. Avoid hasty decisions.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)

A personal period when your magnetic qualities are best. (Sometimes you know is eager to share mellow, happy times.) On the 3rd, consider your future - go over new ideas.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan 19)

Be conservative in financial affairs. Emotional happiness through a meeting. Do not attempt too much, attend to routine activities only. Watch your diet.

Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)

Use in writing, making statements, and daily work. Choose your words wisely. (Not the time to tell your boss to go to (3) and tell him.) Money interests should improve.

Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20)

A routine period. Avoid legal and financial matters. Wait for a better opportunity to foster personal desires. Relax, and take things as they come. (A pun definitely intended!)

Orders

NAME:__________________________
ADDRESS:_____________________
CITY:_________________________
STATE:_________________________
ZIP:__________________________
PHONE:_______________________
ENCLOSED:_____________________
RUN:__________________________
WEEKS:_______________________

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:
AD1, F. O. BOX 402
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94101

USE THE BOX. FIRST LINE 29 CHARACTERS. THEN THE SAME BOX FOR EACH LETTER, PUNCTUATION MARK, AND SPACE. DO NOT INCLUDE THE BOX FOR EXTRA. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO EDIT OR REJECT ANY AD.